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Abstract
In this paper, we proposed a system to generate randomly relocated multiple choice
questions using ready-made arrays instead of random functions in order to reduce the
time to make test set. Before making the test set, such as, multiple choice questions
consisting of questions, their correct answers and their distractors, first predefined
multiple choice questions sets are chosen and then the selected questions are relocated
randomly using a ready-made array. Finally, multiple choices for each question are
relocated using another ready-made array. The relocated answers for each question are
sent to a correct answer array to check applicant’s answers later. Applicants take the
tests to choose answers for multiple choice questions to evaluate applicants’ abilities.
Thus, the method to make randomly relocated tests set using arrays is executed faster
than one using random functions.
Keywords: distance education, system to generate dynamic tests, automatic selection of
question tests

1. Introduction
Multiple-choice tests are sets of test items each of which consists of a question, the
correct answer, and distractors. This type of test has proved to be an efficient tool for
measuring students' achievement [1] and is used worldwide both for evaluation and
diagnostics.
According to Questionmark Computing Ltd, who have licensed their Perception
software to approximately three million users so far, 95% of their users employ this
software to administrate multiple-choice tests [2].
Test questions and distractors in multiple choice tests are generated from electronic
instructional documents by a computer-aided procedure and various NLP techniques
including term extraction and shallow parsing, and using language resources such as a
corpus and WordNet [2, 3]. Generating items of multiple choice question in automatic
way is based on the Semantic Web standard technology OWL (Ontology Web Language)
and it is independent of lexicons such as WordNet or other linguistic resources [4, 5].
Distance education is the education that enables both applicants to be evaluated and
learners to study anytime anywhere. It has been considered as an alternative education to
complement space problem and quality problem that occur in a traditional education.
However, when evaluating the students' abilities anytime and anywhere, the most
important thing keeps on fair evaluation. To do this, techniques to generate questions
obtained from database are classified as two groups: automatic selection of test questions
and dynamic generation of test questions. The automatic selection of test questions is the
system that selects each complete question from database according to criteria that
examiner decided [6-10]. The disadvantage of the system is that the positions of choices
including the correct answer are always identical whenever applicants try to. The same
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question and the same position of choices may have negative influence on evaluating
applicants because good memory can help them with overestimating their abilities.
Dynamic generation of question tests, on the other hand, first extracts questions,
correct answers, and distractors from database which has sets of components about
incomplete questions. In the next process, the questions are randomly relocated and the
choices, such as, a correct answer and distractors for each question, are randomly
relocated using random functions [11-13]. This system has an advantage that offers
different question tests whenever applicants try to take tests because the positions of
questions as well as those of choices are changed but it has disadvantage that generating
questions spends lots of time because of random functions.
In this paper, we proposed a system to generate randomly relocated multiple choice
questions using ready-made arrays instead of random functions in order to reduce the time
to make test set.

2. A System to make Multiple Choice Questions
In the system to make multiple choice question tests, the system consists of client,
server, and database. The system receives information about multiple choice
questions from the examiner and then saves them in the database. The process at the
server makes question tests and sends it to client. The processes have two types: one
is automatic selection of multiple choice question tests and the other is dynamic
generation of the multiple choice question tests.
In automatic selection of question tests, the system consists of client and server
with database in which the main process of the server is random selection of
complete multiple choice questions from database, as shown in Figure 1. The each
complete question is composed of one question, one correct answer, and three
distractors. This question has immutable form because the positions of four choices
are fixed, that is, not movable. The complete multiple choice questions mean that
the answer of the same question from database is always identical position. These
questions made by examiner are stored in database at the server side, and then the
server selects a set of suitable question from database before sending it to the client
for applicants. The questions are suitable to evaluate applicant’s learning ability.
But the disadvantage of the system is easy to overestimate applicant ’s ability when
the applicant tries to take the same question more than two times, because the
position of answer for the same question is always same.

Figure 1. A System for Automatic Selection of Multiple Choice Questions
In dynamic generation of multiple choice questions, the system is also composed
of client and server with database in which the first process randomly selects
components of incomplete questions, such as, question sentences, their correct
answers, and their distractors, and then the second one randomly relocates question
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sentences selected at the previous process, and finally the third one randomly
relocates four choices, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. A System for Dynamic Selection of Multiple Choice Questions
In this paper, we propose the dynamic system for generation of randomly
relocated multiple choice questions using ready-made arrays instead of random
functions to reduce relocation time.

3. Algorithm of Relocation for Multiple Choice Questions using ReadyMade Arrays
In client-server system to make randomly relocated multiple choice questions,
server to test lots of applicants should make lots of question tests with high speed.
To reduce total time of making tests, relocation time need to be reduced since the
time mainly affects the system. It needs much time to relocate some question
sentence using random function. In the special case of evaluation system, applicants
should solve questions within limited and so it is sufficient to less randomize.
Instead of random function, array with less randomized numbers is used for
relocation in this system. The advantage of the array is to generate relocated
question quickly. Figure 3 shows a ready-made array with 10x10 in which the
random number in each cell is determined arbitrarily. The numbers to generate using
the array randomizes less than ones using random function but the former is s uitable
for relocation of questions because applicants must solve these questions within
limited time.

Figure 3. A Ready-Made Array with the Size of 10x10 for Question
Relocation
In the first phase to make tests in the client-server system, server extracts question and
answer set in suitable size, for example, 10 questions, from database randomly and save
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the questions and answers into question array and answer array, respectively. To relocate
the 10 selected questions, the server should first choices one row, for example, the
seventh row, from Figure 3. Figure 4 shows the process to relocate question sentences
using the selected row of ready-made array.
In the second phase to relocate, for this example, load random number 8 of the 1-st
column at the 7-th row for i=0 and then move Question 0 at index 0 into the 9-th position
of a new question array. For i=1, load 9 of the 2-nd column and then move Question 1 at
index 1 into the 10-th position of a new question array, for i=2, load 6 of the 3-rd column
and then move Question 3 into the 7-th position, and so on, as shown in Figure 4. The
relocation of their answers is the same as one of questions.

Figure 4. A Process to Relocate Question Sentences using One Row of
Ready-Made Array
Figure 5 shows a ready-made array with 4x5 in which the random number in each cell
is determined arbitrarily. The array consists of 5 columns: the first four columns are
random numbers and the last column is the position of a correct answer which points the
column with the value 0. The numbers to generate using the array randomizes less than
ones using random function but the former has an advantage with high speed and is
suitable for relocation of questions because applicants must solve these questions within
limited time.

Figure 5. A Ready-Made Array with the Size of 4x5 for Choice Relocation
To relocate the 4 choices for each question, the server should first choices one row,
such as, the fourth row, from Figure 5. Figure 6 shows the process to relocate four choices
using selected row of ready-made array.
In the third phase to relocate, for example, load random number 3 of the 1-st column at
the 4-th row for i=0 and then move Choice 0 at index 0 into the 4-th position of a new
choice array. For i=1, load 1 of the 2-nd column and then move Choice 1 at index 1 into
the 2-nd position of a new choice array, for i=2, load 2 of the 3-rd column and then move
Choice 3 into the 3-rd position, and so on, as shown in Figure 6. The value 4 of the 5-th
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column at the 4-th row is the answer for this question. This answer is moved into a correct
answer array for checking applicant’s answers.

Figure 6. A Process to Relocate Choices using One Row of Ready-Made
Array
Algorithm for dynamic generation of multiple choice questions is the followings:
[Step 1] Extract components of multiple choice questions, such as, question sentence, a correct
answer, and multiple distractors from database randomly up to the predefined number x
and save the questions, and both an answer and multiple distractors into question array
QA in one dimension and choice array CA in two dimensions, respectively.
[Step 2] If it checks the duplicate, then repeat [step 1].
[Step 3] Load ready-made random numbers into random array RQA for sentences, and then load
other random numbers into random array RCA for choices.
Steps for relocation of question sentences with four choices
[Step 4] The p-th row(p=0,…,x-1) is chosen from ready-made array RQA using a single random
number p obtained by a random function.
[Step 5] Load random number j of the i-th column at the p-th row in RQA from i=0 to i= x-1
one by one and repeat the next [Step 6].
[Step 6] Load the i-th question QA[i] into the j-th position of a new question array QA2[j] and
then load four choices of the i-th choice array CA[i][c] (c=0,…,d-1) into the same
position of a new choice array CA2[j][c].
Steps for relocation of multiple choices including an answer
[Step 7] Repeat the next [Step 8-11] for each question from i=0 to i= x-1 one by one.
[Step 8] The q-th row(q=0,…,d-1) is chosen from ready-made array RCA using a single random
number q obtained by a random function.
[Step 9] Load random number j of the k-th column at the q-th row in RQA from k=0 to k= d-1
one by one and repeat the next [Step 10] four times.
[Step 10] Move each choice of the choice array CA2[i][k] into a new choice array CA3[i][j].
[Step 11] Load the last value of the choice array CA2[i][k+1] (c=0,…,d-1) into a correct answer
array CAA [j].
[Step 12] To make question screen and answer table, separate randomly relocated multiple
choice question and answer into two part: one is question test which is sent to applicant
and the other is answer table which is sent to scoring program to check applicant’s
answers.

4. Implementations and Discussions
The algorithm for dynamic generation of multiple choice using randomly
relocated array is implemented on environments of JSP, apache-tomcat server, file
system, and mysql [14]. The system to implement the algorithm has stored the set of
question sentences, their correct answers, and their distractors about the topic on
data communications separated by chapter in database. For example, 30 multiple
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choice questions at the first chapter are stored in data base. If applicant clicks the
particular area which he wants to take a test, the system selects 10 multiple choices
questions randomly and then relocates the questions and finally relocate their
choices in which each choice consists of one correct answer and 3 distractors.
Figure 7 shows the screen of the multiple choice questions to select a correct
answer and shows blank to write answer at the right side. One test set has 10
questions which are divided into 5 parts with 2 questions in order to show easily for
applicants. The advantage of this system offers different question test whenever
applicants try to take tests or refresh. Figure 7 shows the last part including
applicant’s answers.

Figure 7. A Screen to Show the Last Part of Multiple Choice Questions
The another algorithm for dynamic generation of multiple choice using random
function has the same screen as shown in Figure 7 but it displays the screen slower
than the previous algorithm using randomly relocated array.
Let’s compare two algorithms in execution time. Before comparing the two
execution times, we discuss three common phases to generate multiple choice
questions consisting of questions, their correct answers and their distractors: at the
first phase, predefined multiple choice questions sets are selected from the database
and then, at the nest one, the selected questions are relocated randomly, at the final
one, multiple choices with one correct answer and 3 distractors are relocated
randomly. The two algorithms use different methods to relocate in the second phase
and the third one. In order to relocate in the second phase and the third one, the first
algorithm proposed in this paper use the ready-made array with random numbers but
the second algorithm use random function.
To compare time, each execution time in nanosecond is checked after the
relocation part in the second phase is executed 100 times, because the time is too
small. In this phase, 10 questions are randomly relocated 100 times using both
random functions for the second algorithm and ready-made arrays for the first
algorithm. Figure 8 shows the comparison of execution times in the second phase
for two algorithms. In the third phase, 4 choices, such as, one correct answer and 3
distractors, are randomly relocated 100 times using both random functions for the
second algorithm and ready-made arrays for the first algorithm. Figure 9 shows the
comparison of execution times in the third phase for two algorithms.
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Figure 8. Comparison Execution Times of Two Algorithms in the Second
Phase

Figure 9. Comparison Execution Times of Two Algorithms in the Third
Phase
As we discuss the experimental results of the two algorithms, the first algorithm
proposed in this paper is faster than the second one in both the second phase and the third
one. The third phase is less improved than the second one because every question of the
first algorithm use random function once to select one row at the array in the third phase
but only one random function in total is called to select one row at the array in the second
phase.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a system to generate randomly relocated multiple
choice questions using ready-made arrays instead of random functions in order to
reduce the time to make test set. Making multiple choice questions has three phases:
the first phase is to select predefined multiple choice questions sets from the
database and then the nest one is to relocate the selected questions and the final one
is to relocate multiple choices with one correct answer and 3 distractors randomly.
As the results, the algorithm using ready-made arrays is faster than the algorithm
using random functions in both the second phase and the third one.
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